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QUESTION 1

Which of the following elements does MRP take into account during net requirement calculation? (Choose 2) 

A. Purchase orders 

B. Lot size 

C. Maximum stock level 

D. Safety stock 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You set up a material as a phantom assembly by entering the special procurement key in the material master. 

How can you switch off the phantom assembly in a specific bill of material (BOM)? 

A. Change the special procurement key of the phantom assembly in the BOM. 

B. Change the explosion type of the phantom assembly in the BOM. 

C. Change the phantom item indicator for the phantom assembly in the BOM. 

D. Change the item category of the phantom assembly in the BOM. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

When do you use variant bills of materials (BOMs)? 

A. When a material has a configurable BOM 

B. When multiple materials also have similar BOMs 

C. When a material has multiple BOMs 

D. When multiple materials have multiple BOMs 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4



What detremines whatherthe planned independent requirements in MRP are consumed by other requrements? 

A. Consumption sequence procedure 

B. Requirements profile 

C. Order type 

D. Requirements type 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which SAP application can be used for forcasting in Supply Chain Planning? (Choose 2) 

A. Material Requirements Planning (MRP) 

B. Supply Chain Management(SCM) 

C. Integrated Business Planning (IBP) 

D. Capacity Requirements Planning (CRP) 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 6

For what production type are production orders used? 

A. Process manufacturing processes 

B. Replenishment controlled by control cycles 

C. Discrete manufacturing processes 

D. Period and quantity-oriented production 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

An issue storage location was NOT found through the work center, bill of material(BOM) item, or material master. What
determines whether the storage location can be derived from the production version? 

A. MRP group 

B. Plants parameters 



C. MRP controller 

D. MRP profile 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following processes lead to an entry in the MRP planing file? (Choose 3) 

A. Change of the material\\'s procurement type 

B. Creation of purchasing contract 

C. Creation of dependent requirements 

D. Creation of sales order 

E. Change of the storage bin 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Which actions does the system preform by default when you save a confirmation for a finished product in repetitive
manufacturing? (Choose 3) 

A. Posting of production costs to the production cost collector 

B. Material staging for nex order in sequence 

C. Archiving of documents for assembly scrap 

D. Posting of goods receipt for the product 

E. Reduction of associated capacity requirements 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

 

QUESTION 10

What does it mean for the production planner when MRP works with infinite capacities? 

A. MRP assigns capacity requirements automatically after the last scheduled order on a work center. 

B. MRP creates capacity requirements without checking the capacity of a work center. 



C. MRP assigns capacity requirements automatically to work center is with the earliest available capacity. 

D. MRP creates capacity requirements only if the work center has sufficient capacity. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

How can you set up the supply source for the Kanban process in SAP S/4HANA? (Choose 3) 

A. Using run schedule quantities for in-house production 

B. Using quotations for internal and external procurement 

C. Using purchase orders for external procurement 

D. Using stock transfer reservations for stock transfer 

E. Using purchasing costs for automated source prioritization 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

 

QUESTION 12

What does forecasting in demand planning cycle include? (Choose 3) 

A. Past quotation quantities 

B. Past sales order quantites 

C. Market intelligence 

D. One-off events 

E. Past procurment quantities 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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